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How a Well-Functioning Federal Public-Option Health Insurance
Program could bolster Capitalism & the Free Market
Borna Vaezi, Dr. Djeto Assane
Department of Economics, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Introduction, Research Aims, & Methods

+

The United States is the only major developed
country without a national public health insurance
program to be made available to nearly all its
citizens.

Is this a good thing? Is the status quo working well,
particularly with the economy? If not, would an
alternative just make things worse?

Current System

A Proper Public Option

• The United States ranks 11 th in health care in the world, yet we spend
the highest as a percentage of our GDP & by dollars alone compared to
every single major developed country in the world (Schneider, et. al.).
• Medical expenses are the # 1 leading cause of bankruptcy in America;
according to a study from the American Journal of Public Health,
around 66% of all bankruptcies are filed due to medical bills
(Himmelstein, et al.)
• Poor relative return on investment + decreased economic activity due to
patients having to file for bankruptcies = less than ideal metrics.
"Health Care in the U. S. Compared to Other High-Income Cotmtries " - The CommonwealthFtmd

This research presentation aims to juxtapose the
current system with a proposed alternative, &
hypothesize very generally about the outcomes with
respect to the delta of metrics if the said alternative
system were to be properly implemented.
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If the above is done, this will incentivize a great
plurality of Americans to join the program as well,
effectively garnering competitive bargaining
leverage to exert market pressure to both providers
to accept patients under this program, & to
pharmaceutical companies to lower drug costs.

Most employers would no longer need to pay for
their employees ' health-insurance, which frees up
capital to be expended on investments, growth, &/or
additional employee compensation.

Health Care System Performance Compared to Spending
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Beneficiaries would pay a monthly premium that is
lower than the current market rate. Deductibles &
co-pays are non-existent, as the program is meant
for sustainability & not created for profit.

Due to increased investments & a drastic number of
Americans no longer falling to bankruptcy, this
leads to broader economic growth.
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Too often, we in the U.S. fall victim to characterizing any
notion of public health insurance as part of a socialist agenda.
• This is an erroneous way of thinking about such a complex
topic, since as previously mentioned, the US is the only
major developed country not to
offer a wide encompassing,
national public health
insurance program.
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• What is outlined throughout
this presentation is not
sympathizing to socialist
ideals, as the advocation of a
competitive public option does
not mean govt-mandated
abolishment of private health
insurance.

US(16.8%)

Due to an increase in demand were healthcare to
suddenly become affordable for a significant
plurality of Americans, wait times will increase. How
significant will this change be? Is it worth it,
considering we already have substantial wait times
due to the current inefficiencies?

Significant job loss in office/hospital administration
& corporate private health insurance roles due to less
Americans using private-insurance. Will there be
jobs for these Americans? Could those investments
mentioned earlier create a net-gain for jobs?

